2003 honda xr80

Make Honda. Model XR Always maintained and serviced. Great condition, hardly ever ridden.
Model XR Garage kept, rode very little, runs great, new tires.. Make Harley-Davidson. Lots of
custom features including Vance and Hines pipes, Stage 1, running boards, seat. Title in hand.
Make Suzuki. Model GSX-R The GSX-R has remained true to its original concept and
championship-winning heritage. On the road or on the track, the GSX-R delivers a breathtaking
combination of outstanding engine performance, crisp handling, compact size and light weight.
Its secret is an unequaled pairing of cc performance with the lightweight, compact chassis of a
cc Supersport, complemented by technologically advanced suspension front and rear. Suzuki
Drive Mode Selector S-DMS offers push-button selection of two racing-developed engine
control maps to suit road or track conditions, and personal tastes. Lightweight and compact
twin-spar aluminum-alloy frame is constructed of five cast sections to produce a balance of
light weight and strength. Electronically controlled steering damper provides lighter steering at
slower speeds and more damping force at racetrack and highway speeds. Distinctive
multi-reflector headlight with vertically stacked high and low-beam halogen bulbs is centered
between position lights on each side. Stylized Suzuki "S" 3-D emblems on the fuel tank and the
fork upper bracket denotes the quality, sophistication and performance legacy of the brand.
Custom paint. Custom front wheel. Powder coated engine. Detachable windshield and sissy bar.
LED headlight and blinkers. Thundermax computer. Custom mirrors. Make Kawasaki.
Aftermarket Improvements -The bike has been lowered 1 inch with an after market Works
Performance rear shock. The seat height is now 28 inches. The parallel twin engine pumps out
an honest 62 horsepower and has great torque. A Micron slip on exhaust and frame sliders were
installed early on. Service History - Oil and Filter changed every miles. Tires replaced with at
miles with Michelin Pilot Road. Air Filter changed at miles. Spark plugs replaced at miles. This is
a great Dirt Bike for kids or to use as a Pit Bike. Runs great. Bike is sold AS IS. Honda XR80
Dirtbike. This is a four-stroke 80cc child's entry level motorcycle. My son has rode this bike for
the last three years, it runs great and has never given us any problems. My son is on a bigger
bike and We just need to make room in the garage. Asking Great bike in great shape. My son
outgrew it and needs a bigger bike!! Grants Pass, OR. Baton Rouge, LA. Gloucester, VA. Fort
Rice, ND. Lebanon, OH. Rock Springs, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should
view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this Honda bike.
Fun-factor for the Honda XR 70 R: You can also compare bikes. The Honda XR series is a range
of four-stroke off-road motorcycles that were designed in Japan but assembled all over the
world. Some of the XR series came in two versions: R and L. The R version bikes were enduro
machines designed for off-road competitive riding. They were fitted with knobby off-road tires
and were not always street legal. The L version models were dual-sport trailbikes, fitted with
lights, indicators, horn, and street-legal tyres. They are much smaller in size in comparison to
the other bikes in the series, and are designed for children, smaller riders, as pit bikes, or for
recreational fun. The child actor Edward Furlong who plays the young John Connor sits on a
towed XR80 in the film Terminator 2: Judgment Day , however his stunt double who was of legal
age, needed to use the larger XR for his shots of physically riding the bike in the film, moreover,
the audio tracks of the engines revving were taken from the more distinctive sounding 2-stroke
Honda CR 80 for dramatic reasons. A major difference between the two was a major rear
suspension upgrade to a more race-like single coil-over design monoshock and a new
swingarm over the traditional dual real coil-over systems on the XR This suspension system
was known as the Pro-Link system on Hondas. The XR was released in The XR, a development
of the XL trail bike, was produced from until The XR had a modestly enlarged ohc 2-valve
6-speed air-cooled engine with kick-start only. Suspension was conventional, like the XLs, but
with better quality components and more travel. Although the XR power output was modest, the
bike was small and light and it suited less experienced riders. Due to its lightness, easy
handling and good ground clearance, the XR was competitive as a clubman's enduro machine.
Drum brakes were fitted front and rear. Having neither battery nor electric start, the driving
lights shone only when the engine was running. This oversquare two-valve engine had a
compression ratio. A major advance over the XR, the XRR had Pro-Link rear suspension, and
heavier duty frame and forks, and was a tougher enduro machine. For the model year, Honda
reverted to the 2 valve engine that had powered the XRR before and variations of the 2 valve
engine continued to power the XRR until the model was dropped altogether. Brazilian versions
of the XR R were introduced in and remained on production until for the domestic market and at
least until for export, always fitted with the 2-valve engine, electric start and front disc brake. At
least in Australia, the Brazilian-made model was rebadged CTX and fitted with a "cheater
sprocket" to get an overall lower gear ratio more suitable to the needs of agricultural operators
and was not roadworthy as supplied. The XRR was introduced pre and was originally equipped
with a variation of the engine that had powered the XLS since Although the XRR was always
quite heavy compared to its 2 stroke competition and both front and rear suspension were
rather basic, it proved reliable and likable and was successful as an entry-level off-road
machine. The XRR was discontinued after This street version of the XRR was built to conform to
USA Department of Transportation regulations for street legal motorcycles, but was sold
worldwide. It was manufactured from There was a Brazilian equivalent named XR Tornado made
from to until for export for the local market and regional exports to other South American
countries but also available in Mexico and Central America. The XR R was introduced for the
model year and discontinued after the model year. The engine had a dry sump, a stroke of The
XR R was introduced in Its frame, plastics and suspension components were similar to those of
the XRR, and it had a similar air-cooled engine with RFVC cylinder head technology. Many XRRs
were heavily modified and raced. The was perhaps the most versatile of the XR line-up; many
were raced in amateur motocross and enduro events. Equipped with street-legal lighting it also
worked reasonably well as a dual purpose bike. It was simple, reliable and long lasting. Hard to
break and easy to fix. In Honda discontinued the XRR. The XR M was introduced in , and whilst
having a similar engine to the XR R, the exhaust diameter is smaller and has a slightly lower
power output. It was sold as a factory motard, with road wheels and tyres, electric start, and
updated faux radiator fairings. The bike had a conventional 18" rear wheel but an unusual 23"
front wheel which was supposed to be better for riding over potholes and ruts. Unusual for a
four-stroke with its typical intake and exhaust valves, the and XR utilized a six-petal reed valve
set-up between the carburetor and the intake valves. This was intended to provide better
low-end performance while still allowing a large carburetor to be used. The XRR was thoroughly
revised with a new dry-sump RFVC 5-speed engine which was lighter and more powerful than
the older engine. Power was 41hp rpm, torque was 4. The frame was entirely revised, and
suspension was updated with 43mm air-adjustable forks with 11" of suspension travel both
front and rear. Wheels were 21" front and 17" rear. The XR R was used in Baja races. It was
introduced in , and was updated in when the original dual progressively opening carburetors
were replaced with a larger single carburetor and the rear brake was updated to a disc. The was

updated again in A common modification was to bore the cylinder to mm thereby increasing
displacement to cc. HRC produced a "Power Up" kit that included a billet mm piston, a revised
primary gear ratio identical to that used later in the XRL and a hotter camshaft. XRR's so
modified were used by the Honda race team in Baja, as well as by many other desert racers.
Honda was obviously aiming squarely at the long range desert racing market with this bike.
Cancelled for the production year, the 'Big Red Pig BRP ' enjoys a loyal following among Honda
fans today, and remains one of the most competitive, open class 4-stroke enduro motorcycles
available. It has a steel tube frame as opposed to an aluminum spar frame like in the XR R. With
a headlight, taillight, turn signals, mirrors, smog system, revised exhaust system and a 2. The
Honda XRL is one of the longest running unchanged production models in the history of
motorcycling and is still available today exactly as the model specifications. The cc model was
built in Japan by Honda Racing Corporation and is arguably a better built bike than following
versions of XRVs, which were standard production models. It came as both single and double
headlight variations, and featured a slightly tuned cc engine similar to the Honda Transalp XLV
and XLV and high specification chassis components, leading to its rather brief production run.
It is the most sought after model of the Africa Twin XRV range and is fast becoming a collector's
item, especially in Europe. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see R
disambiguation. Retrieved 31 December February, Honda Motor Company. American Honda
Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Categories : Honda
motorcycles Off-road motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: All articles
with dead external links Articles with dead external links from March Articles with permanently
dead external links All articles with failed verification Articles with failed verification from May
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unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from November Articles with
unsourced statements from December Articles with unsourced statements from July
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pictured. International shipping is possible. See the shipping calculator under "shipping and
payment" to your country. I can't refund your money if it doesn't show up in this timeframe. We
have to wait it out weeks. If you want it quicker, please ask for priority shipping. I'm not
responsible for paying your countries customs fees. There may be additional fees and customs
charges. I can't ship to Philippines or Colombia. We are located in Washington State close to
Portland. We have been helping you ride since If there is ever an issue with any of the parts that
we have sold you, let us know, please. We stand behind what we sell. We try to be
accommodating on shipping. Outside the US it will be our discretion based on the country. We
try to be flexible. Some countries are a little riskier so we may ask for more postage if the item is
expensive. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated Delivery within
business days. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's
handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on
shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab.
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Visit store. Start of add to list layer.
Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 07, PST. Shipping help - opens a
layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the
item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page
on international trade. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used
Brand: honda. Washington Pit Posse mattmattmotorcycle Powered by Frooition. All Items. The
price quoted is for 1st class. This can take a few weeks , sometimes longer. Helpful Links. View
more great items. Payment Paypal is the standard! Shipping We try to be accommodating on
shipping. Terms Payment due within a week but we are flexible. Returns We take returns on
everything. We ask you pay the shipping if the return is not due to a mistake we made on the
condition of the part. This listing is currently undergoing maintenance, we apologise for any
inconvenience caused. Listing and template services provided by inkFrog. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 07,

PST. Sellers declare the item's customs value and must comply with customs declaration laws.
As the buyer, you should be aware of possible: - delays from customs inspection. Seller:
mattmattmotorcycle Seller's other items. Shipping Shipping We try to be accommodating on
shipping. Terms Terms Payment due within a week but we are flexible. Returns Returns We take
returns on everything. CRF Our new bore kit includes the cylinder making for a quick and easy
upgrade. It features a 52 mm high compression piston resulting in a displacement of This kit
includes the head gasket, base gasket, and intake gasket. As for all BBR bore kits, we
recommend using enthanol free gasoline see This all new design incorporates an air-craft
quality stainless steel header and mid-pipe that has been tuned specifically to optimize
performance and power gains. An all new, lightweight "D" profile muffler is used to drastically
reduce weight on all models. BBR's unique "D" muffler also allows for maximum tire clearance
and packing volume. For all applications, the new BBR D2, come as complete systems including
header and muffler. The T-4 System is designed to increase performance from bottom to top,
making it easier to ride faster. The stainless steel and aluminum construction offer increased
strength and durability; ideal for racing and off-road riding. The T-4 System is perfect for riders
on a budget that are not willing to compromise on performance. Features Include:. Dual Over
Head Cam bore kit. Knife edge crankshaft design to reduce turbulence inside of the crankcase
and allow for cleaner revving crankshaft. DOHC head model Displacement If you are
considering any other kit and you are after the absolute most HP that can be achieved out of a
XR based motor, this is what Kitaco had in mind when they designed this kit. No excuses on
this kit, simply performance and raw HP. One of the most elaborate motor kits on the market
and not meant for the casual rider. Bore kit, Kitaco cc Ultra SE. The SE bore incorporting the
ultra-high revving short stroke. Compression ratio of Ideal for road racing, with this over square
design , ultra short stroke, made for revving this kit to a max RPM of 15, RPM, unmatched by
any of the other kits on the market with the exception of the cc DOHC kit listed below. This kit
can be installed with your stock crankshaft and no need for splitting your cases and complete
motor tear down. Roller Bearing design on the cam support S35 Cam Shaft, Higher lift, more
duration for high end performance. Big fin type Cylinder sleeve has sufficient thickness and
additional durability to withstand hard riding such as the off-road racing or endurance race.
Valve guide Seal, Kitaco SE. Kitaco replacement valve guide seal for your Kitaco SE head. The
same seal for either your Exhaust or Intake valve. Bore and Stroke cc kit. Incorporating the
Roller rocker arm and cam design as well as the latest nicasil cylinder and high compression
piston design with a multitude of cam selections make this one of the most tunable bore kits for
the XR on the market today. The highest of quality materials and workmanship for the most
demanding competitor. Incorporating the Roller rocker arm and cam design as well as the latest
nicasil cylinder and high compression S-CUT piston design with a multitude of cam selections
make this one of the most tunable bore kits for the XR on the market today. Stage II. Kit comes
with an S25 cam suited for great mid range performance and match valve train components.
Stage III. The Stage III bore kit is the best of the best for the cc kits. It incorporates all of the
goodies that you require for top level performance. Also comes with a 58mm bore , and does
require some case modifications to allow the cylinder to fit. Increased displacement, higher
compression and large cooling fins enhance the performance and longevity of the motor. This
kit is ready to go and bolts on with no case boring required. Dyno tests show more than 2HP
gain with this kit. Please call for more info. Replacement Parts:. Oil orifice will need to be drilled
out to 2mm. Kitaco Titanium Nut and Valve adjustment screw. Lighter weight and extremely
strong. Only the nut is Titanium. Kitaco performance cam timing chain. No welded connections
and solid link construction. A must for your new high performance top end kit. Kitaco super
light weight valve spring retianer set. Can be used with your stock head. Takegawa 28mm Carb
Kit and intake flange,. Takegawa Heavy Duty 5-disk clutch drive kit. Also included in this kit is a
new primary drive gear that when mated with the new clutch basket changes your drive ratio
from 4. Takegawa Special Clutch kit. With HP out increasing from the high end bore kits, the
necessity for an up graded clutch is essential. Takegawa Dry Clutch kit. For the Ultimate clutch
set up, this would fit the bill. This Dry Clutch kit from Takegawa turns your current wet clutch
system in to the ultimate dry clutch set up. Maximum clamping pressure as well as max grip
with the dry system make this the optimum set up for your max horse power needs. Perfect
match for road racing or super motard. Forged gears and shafts. Speed reducing ratio 3.
Reduces stress on your clutch, increases usable horsepower and allows for faster motor spin
up. Billet aluminum backing plate and super light weight rotor as well as New CDI controller,
with no rev limit. Adjustable timing as well as pre-set gaps on source and trigger coils, makes
this one of the most straight forward installations for your performance build. This is not your
average "rev box" this all new. Tokyomods plug in ignition box changes your ignition map to
produce more power, as well as increase your rev limiter. These kits are built to order special

order only Please see terms on special orders. Nothing can even come close to this incredible
package, There is absolutely no better system available. Our system includes a custom
programed Vortex CDI, lightweight flywheel, stator, stator plate, wire harness, coil, spark plug
cap and detailed installation instructions. This system completely replaces your stock ignition
system. We recommend this for modified minibikes that are looking for the next level! Super
Coil. Higher compression motors require hotter spark to run properly. High compression ratios
causes spark quince and thus suppresses the spark from your plug, with our new ULTIMA coil,
your guaranteed to eliminate spark quince and deliver a constant high voltage spark to your
plug and maintain top level performance from your motor. Higher intensity spark with faster
recovery and response. Longer plug life as well as a hotter spark. Stronger and lighter than the
stock shift lever, with a beautiful anodized titanium color finish. Aircraft-grade T6 aluminum for
greater durability. These aluminum rims are fully dimpled and beautifully anodized. Made
exclusively for BBR Motorsports from series aluminum. Saves expensive engine cases.
Designed to accommodate adult riders. Raises bar mount position by 1. Allows stock height or
lowering of forks by 1" to raise front end. Tig welded aluminum. Will never break and can be
bent and straightened over 20 times without any diminished appearance or strength. Uses stock
CR-style lever. Bearing in pivot provides smooth lever feel and wear protection. Free Shipping!!!
Key features:. Kit includes:. For more information call or email info mx-performance. All Rights
Reserved. Product Specs, Pricing, and Availablity subject to change without notice. P Reduces
sound output with minimal power loss. This bad boy puts out more torque than anything on the
market. You will not believe the performance of this kit. This is the kit that you might have heard
rumors about. Stage II design incorporating significant design features over the stock head
deign. Designed for more over-rev, higher lift and more over-lap than the SR Big Gun Rev Boxes
are an easy plug-n-play installation. Manufactured from Mnemlon 6, a specially formulated
composite designed to be strong enough to do the job yet resilient enough to absorb impact.
Forged alloy construction for increased durability with a rubber boot to keep out dirt. After we
have received your order a sales representative will contact you with information on the
shipping charges. Completely enclosed source coil assy. Orders placed during the weekends or
the following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're
always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with
our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible so our team can explore it
further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more details. Enter keyword or part Search
Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage. Saved Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. Dirt Bike
Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Dirt Bike Parts back. Dirt
Bike Accessories back. Tire Finder. Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained. Tire
Width Tire Width. Aspect Ratio Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. Dirt Bike Tires back.
Exhaust finder. Helmets back. Apparel back. Get more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. Dirt
Bike Motorcycle Cruiser Motorcycle Scooter 9. Sport Bike UTV 6. Categories Enter Categories
terms Accessories 1. Skid Plates 1. Body Body Hardware 4. Bodywork 4. Fenders 4. Fender 4.
Petcock 1. Petcock Parts 1. Brakes 4. Brake Pads 1. Brake Shoes 3. Drivetrain Clutches 6.
Clutch Kit 1. Clutch Plate 3. Clutch Spring 2. Ignition System 3. Ignition 3. Spark Plug 2.
Switches 1. Air Filters 9. Carburetors 2. Carburetor - Parts 2. Engine Components Camshafts 1.
Engine Parts 1. Engine Tools 1. Top End Kits 3. Fuel Systems 2. Engine Gaskets 1. Exhaust
Gasket 2. Gasket Kits 3. Seal Kits 1. Exhaust 6. Exhaust Gaskets 2. Exhaust Systems 2.
Footpegs 1. Shift Lever 3. Brake Cables 2. Cable Hardware 4. Clutch Cables 2. Throttle Cables 3.
Perches 1. Brake Levers 7. Clutch Levers 4. Seats 1. Tools 2. Clutch Tools 1. Suspension 7.
Forks 1. Tires Tires - Dirt Bike Tires - Street Motorcycle 1. Enter Brands All Balls 1. AMS 2. BBR
Motorsports 1. BikeMaster 1. Bridgestone 4. Clymer 1. Cometic 1. CST 1. Dennis Stubblefield
Sales 1. DP Brakes 1. Dunlop 3. Duro 3. EBC 4. Emgo 2. Fast Filters 1. Fly Racing 2. FMF 2. Fuel
Star 1. Haynes 1. Hot Cams 1. IMS 1. IRC 2. Joker Machine 1. JT Sprockets 2. Kenda 4. Maier 8.
Maxxis 2. Michelin 1. Moose Motion Pro 2. NGK 2. Parts Unlimited Pirelli 2. Pivot Works 3.
Powerstands Racing 4. Pro Circuit 1. Pro Taper Sport 1. Pro X 1. ProFilter 1. Ricks Motorsport
Electrics 2. Sedona 2. Shindy 1. Shinko 1. Sunstar 3. TMV Motorcycle Parts 1. Twin Air 1. UNI 1.
Vesrah 2. Wiseco 9. Yoshimura 1. In Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers. Closeout Items 1.
All Discounts 1. Exact Fit Possible Fit 4, We're sorry, there are no results for your ride within
this filtered selection. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part : Mfg Part : Part :
Mfg Part : H. Part : Mfg Part : MP1. Part : C Mfg Part : K Part : Mfg Part : A Part : Mfg Part : G.
Part : Mfg Part : K Part : Mfg Part : CK Part : Mfg Part : M Part : Mfg Part : R Dennis Kirk carries
more Honda XR80R products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the
lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today.
Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured
that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Honda XR80R products. We

want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an
Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your
feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part
Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your issue? Your
Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal Code. What
are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe.
So you own a dirt bike, right? Well if you don't, you can still read since changing oil on a dirt
bike is one of the most important things to know. Difficulty: e a s y.. This will remove the
vacuum seal so the oil will run as free as a turtle. Then, fill your NEW oil into the bike check you
manual on how much oil you need, the xr80 took 1 quart. Don't do the last step until you
complete this step. I guess I should have put this step first Check your manual to see how often
you need to change your oil. If you race, I suggest you change it before each one. Introduction:
XR80 Oil Change. More by the author:. With these Hondas, all you need to do IS change the oil.
What you need for this instructable is: Oil check your owners manual for weight Funnel Ratchet
Set Oil Pan oh ya, and a bike to preform the oil change on. I will be using a xr80, but the concept
can be used for any air- cooled bike. So, to drain t
nissan rogue stereo
spectra 2009
94 honda accord fuse diagram
he oil, all you need to do it unscrew two things. This will remove the vacuum seal so the oil will
run as free as a turtle SECOND, Unscrew the drain bolt located underneath the engine Wait 5
minutes for all the oil to come out. Now that you have drained out that nasty oil, lets put some
clean oil in After replacing your drain plug, kindly insert your funnel into the filler hole. Then, fill
your NEW oil into the bike check you manual on how much oil you need, the xr80 took 1 quart
Finally, run your bike for awhile, check your dipstick, and add more oil if needed. Now you can
complete the step before this. You just complete your crucial oil change for your baby!!!! How
does it feel? If you have any questions or see a mistake, give me a shout out in the comment
section. It would be great if you vote for me in the motorcycle contest!!! Participated in the
Outside Contest View Contest. Participated in the Safety Challenge View Contest. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It!

